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This is the second in a series of Research Matters articles profiling the interdisciplinary climate change work ... the university's environmental studies major and minor. Over the past few years, ...
The Ethics of Climate Change
Climate change is a clear and present danger to the persistence of coral reefs, and global reductions in carbon emissions is critical for the future of reefs. But according to a new study ...
Managing Local Conditions Could Help Coral Reefs Persevere in Face of Climate Crisis
Wildfires are a naturally occurring phenomenon closely tied to climate conditions, and as the world warms in response to rising amounts of greenhouse gases in the air, many studies show that ...
Southwest Wildfires and Global Warming, Explained
Efforts to manage climate risks ... Using the answers to these three questions, each risk and opportunity has been awarded an “urgency score” using one of four categories: “more action needed”; ...
CCC: Adaptation to climate risks ‘underfunded and ignored’ by UK government
"Everything that is observed in this master dataset reflects the behavior of the broader climate system," Famiglietti said. "This paper identified something surprising, but it didn't answer all ...
Floods may be nearly as important as droughts for future carbon accounting
Speculation is already raising questions about climate ... Any investigation into the building structure is taking a back seat at the moment while search and recovery efforts continue. Answers ...
Cause of Surfside building collapse could take months
biodiversity and overall climate change. Much of her work is focused within the Arctic Council. Randi Zuckerberg: What drew you to work in both indigenous studies and Arctic research? Carolina ...
Randi Zuckerberg: Carolina Behe Brings Inuit Expertise to Arctic Climate Change Efforts
This is the first time since the Magellan mission in 1989 that NASA has committed to sending spacecraft to study ... climate that may be preserved in rock formations on the surface and might also ...
How the Mission to Venus Could Unlock Earth’s Future
Meijer, a freshman who voted to impeach Trump in January, acknowledged that Republicans have an image problem on climate change, but he said Democrats must answer for excesses of their own.
In break with Trump, House GOP forms group on climate change
This is the first time since the Magellan mission in 1989 that NASA has committed to sending spacecraft to study ... climate that may be preserved in rock formations on the surface and might also ...
NASA is returning to Venus to learn how it became a hot poisonous wasteland
Some of the earliest mRNA studies ... “He thought climate change was going to drive people away from fossil fuels and ultimately the answer had to be nuclear power.” The growth in the lab ...
Deeply personal writings opens 'rare snapshot' into the mind of ORNL's Cold War era leader
On top of this, climate change might be reducing the ... Forest elephant conservation Our study offers some answers for elephant management, but also highlights complicating challenges.
How forest elephants move depends on water, humans, and personality
And the answer is nothing.” NATO also called for a Phase 2 study from the World Health ... chance to hold China accountable when its first investigation was roundly criticized for undue Chinese ...
Biden's Trump Apology Trip Moves On to Test With Putin
The Global Insurance Fraud Investigations Market 2021 Research Report is a professional and in-depth study on the current ... Fraud Investigations market, and answers some of the most critical ...
Insurance Fraud Investigations Market
to lead whatever investigation the Speaker chooses into ... met with the Republican Study Committee yesterday, where she laid out her GOP policy vision. She had talking points about China, Israel ...
Infrastructure deal gains GOP steam
On top of this, climate change might be reducing the ... And within these, there was enormous individual variation. Our study offers some answers for elephant management, but also highlights ...
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